AESTHETICS IN ARCHITECTURE: CONTEMPORARY RESEARCH ISSUES

ABSTRACT

The aim of this article is to provide an overview regarding research into aesthetic issues concerning architecture, urban design, and environment in general. For this purpose, the article focuses on the period of the last twelve years, as a period of intensive research into the named issues using new philosophical positions and values of interculturality. It seems that in that period research in aesthetics of architecture shifted into complex interdisciplinary fields developing new theoretical ideas enriching at the same time processes of creative practice.
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Contemporary ideas on issues regarding aspects and principles of aesthetic thinking in/on architecture are mainly developing according to the theoretical, philosophical, and inter/cultural views of the last few decades of the twentieth century. The more interesting point is that these views liberated scholars from thinking on aesthetics in architecture based on the strict nominal values regarding principles of “gestalt” theory. Once being the primal field of investigation what creates the absolute universal concept of beauty in architecture, as the research in proper proportions, or in the theory of form in general and particularly suitable for various functions, or what makes the artistic concept forming a city, vanished. Even the issues regarding empathy and other concepts of creativity and aesthetic evaluation of this kind developed in the first half of the twentieth century, do not hold strongly in new discussions on architecture and our built environment.

This position shifted the interest of researchers and scholars into the field of experimentation and theoretical speculation, incorporating into discussion on architecture and urban design broader issues from a variety of different disciplines. A number of new notions regarding the aspects of creativity, perception, and evaluation of architectural and urban design and their social and cultural role emerged. The close collaboration between philosophers and architects in the last quarter of the twentieth century opened that possibility, and redefined many aspects and principles on which the discipline of building has been based. This pervasion of philosophy, architecture, and urban design brought up ideas and notions which the international modernism band from the theoretical exploration and practice. Many ideas and approaches to the essence of man’s perception of architecture as a complex environment, which have been developed by the avant-garde movements on the beginning of the twentieth century came back into the focus of the scholars and architects. We can say that dynamic of contemporary life turned back into the creativity of architects and urban designers, however sometimes in a way which challenge the essence of our previous understanding what these fields of human activity are.

This dynamic vision and practice of architecture and urban development generated new ideas and notions what the aesthetics linked to them can be. When Derrida and Baudrillard, for example, paid their attention on architecture and urban environment as a cultural phenomenon of the time, the definition of aesthetic aspects regarding their contemporary value shifted into the new speculative field. No more form defined by functional dictate, but anticipated dynamic activity of the user-participant; no more perceptual solidity of form
...and cultural meaning, but the notion of aesthetics of disappearance and fluid perceptual qualities. That brought old issues into new focus, and the redefinition of aesthetic values in architecture and urban environment took over. From the ‘perfectly’ formed object, architecture become interpreted as a cultural performance with various functions and meanings; from the artistically formed whole, urban structure become a dynamic environment mirroring contemporary cultural, technological, and commercial activities. New aesthetic terms and vocabulary has been established, becoming a driving force of research in new phenomenon and understanding what the perception and experience of space and form, space and human body, new structuralism and disappearance of form can be.

Developed mainly on international aesthetic conferences, we can emphasize a few general topics regarding ideas on architecture and urban design. However, main approach to the investigation of issues in question is positioned according to the ideas of inter/multi/trans cultural existence and development of aesthetic phenomenon in architecture and urban design in the contemporary world. The general intellectual atmosphere in which the debates are holding is created in regard to the conscious idea that one should learn from different cultural experiences. Need for comparison of aesthetic ideas emerging from various cultural interpretations and experience values become a powerful driving force in the research of everyday transformation of contemporary societies. Globalization and regionalization are side by side processes influencing development of new aesthetic visions, values, and experiences, and that idea has been deeply rooted into contemporary research approaches and processes. In that context, a number of investigations are launched trying to research how historical cultural particularities reflect and influence contemporary understanding of architecture and urban design in their cultural and trans cultural complexity. Existence of possible universal values, cultural differences and similarities in the interpretation of aesthetic phenomenon and meanings, are researched according to the contemporary processes of social and political transformations as a global fact. In that sense, particular value proves the investigation of perceptual issues as the basis for every aesthetic experience, aider as a pure physiological or cultural quality. It establishes the basis for a complex investigation of creativity as an aesthetic issue, particularly in the societies in the process of political, ideological, social and cultural transition, taking place in the last twenty years.

This process raises many issues and ideas trying to reevaluate ones, mostly ideologically, leading architectural and urban theories and practice.
Domination of social housing, for example, in the general development of socialistic societies and their urban environment, is under new research scope trying to establish sustainable cultural and aesthetic values according to the contemporary conditions of political and ideological transition in which the majority of European states are living today. Witnessing an enormous activity and structural transformation of earlier carefully planned urban structures, the research of this interdisciplinary phenomenon seems inevitable. It is evident that needs of contemporary life and economy takes over the earlier established idealistic approach to modern urbanism, not only by interpolation of new buildings into the free space of the ‘garden city’, but also changing the functional, social, and cultural matrix of huge parts of urban structures. However, the questions related to the aspects of aesthetic evaluation of this phenomenon, should be based on various new experience values, not only as perceptual but also as new social and cultural qualities.

Learning from the past becomes a particularly important issue, especially when regarding the inter/multi/trans cultural position of architecture and urban environment. The goal of researching traditional urban matrix and architectural structures is not any more just to reach knowledge important for the preservation of that cultural heritage. It is now the research into issues of sustainability, cultural and ecological, formed by the long lasting experience of people living under particular historical and natural conditions, mainly lost in the era of international modernism. Transition of that experience into contemporary society proves as a very important one, reflecting on new modes of self sufficient build environment. However, these investigations are opening new reflections on aesthetic issues, which become a driving force in development of contemporary ideas on architecture and urban environment.

One of the processes challenging conventional aesthetic values regarding architecture is related to the change of existing functions of buildings. It seems that in this field practice surpass the theoretical discussion and research into aesthetic principles of this process. However, the complexity of the issue, particularly if related to the aspects of cultural and technological sustainability, is an argument for deeper research into all social and aesthetic consequences of this phenomenon. This issue is particularly urgent when talking about the industrial building heritage and its technological facilities. Especially in the countries under political, economical, and social transition, this kind of heritage disappears fast. Being not substantially researched, the cultural significance and aesthetic potential of this building practice is not recognized, causing its degradation or demolition. Research into this issue
can also bring up new methodologies and approaches, aider in practice or education, which seems to be a substantially important field for contemporary architectural theory and aesthetics.

Contemporary aesthetics enters the field of creativity and epistemology in the search for the nature of aesthetic intention, as the foundation of every aesthetic activity. Complexity of this issue raises many questions regarding mainly the processes in forming concepts, leading to the final architectural and urban design appearance as a materialized cultural phenomenon. In that context, investigation in the field regarding the relationship between architectural creativity and education seems to be of interest, rising up questions looking on the process of conceptualizing ideas in a broader cultural context. The issues of interdisciplinary approach to the architectural education, the influence of other arts and design fields, of theories and fundamental perceptual and functional qualities, are recognized as the main factors in the process of defining the aesthetic intention, creative aspects, and concepts of design. They are at the same time tools for establishing the aspects of aesthetic evaluation, as the final step in the creative process. Awareness of such a structure of a creative process, can lead towards educational programs developing complex thinking and individual creative power, able to reflect on contemporary dynamic cultural environment.

Close to these issues, research into the relationship between architecture and consumerism and commercialism finds its important place. Not only that the research takes into the contemporary significance of these issues as an important part in the process of designing, but also as a manifestation of particular cultural value. It seems that consumerism and commercialism developed as a power controlling in some way the formation of aesthetic taste, respond, and needs of a majority in contemporary societies, becoming a strong force in the process of globalization. These issues are related to particular significance of contemporary media through which ideas in architecture, art, and design are presented to the public, which brings them into the dynamic focus of the global information society. Does this process establish an global matrix of universal aesthetic values, or does it lead towards controlled everyday changeability of taste is still an open issue.

Only further research and discussion regarding the nature of aesthetic taste and how it forms in contemporary environment, can answer on questions related to the essence of creativity and its link to consumerism and commercialism. Can they help in generating values of high art or are they condemned to
be identified as developers of mass produced kitsch in our everyday urban environment, are questions waiting for discussion. Entering also the field of ethics and its essential role in the development of aesthetic ideas, this issue proves to be a highly complex one. That way it also contributes to the research efforts regarding general environmental issues.

Research undertaken in the last decade, proves the importance of the environmental aesthetic issues. This field of interest is extremely complex, and it integrates different sub fields ranging from the issues regarding natural environment, through the research in ecology and its relationship with aesthetics, to urban and cultural environmental ideas. It also involves ideas relating new technologies and sustainability in architecture and urban environment, aider on the global level and regarding cultural and climate particularities. Relationship between these issues and aesthetical and ethical concepts seems to be primal research field, looking on aesthetics as a new power generating ideas which can bring sustainable urban development into function. Aesthetics in this context can be thought as a main component in the search for sustainable solutions because through it one can establish balance between technologies as products of human industrial capacities, ecology as a necessary component if the humanity wishes to survive, and cultural environment, global and particular, as the generator of future developments of ideas.

This general context of investigation deals with a number of questions related to the issues discussing relationship between city and nature through their complex spatial, ecological, and cultural pervasions. The enormous development of cities creating urban environment with various, sometimes completely different concepts for each part of the same urban whole regarding their functional and historical particularities, brings up new issues and ways of interpretation of the essence of architecture, urban design, and nature. It also develops our understanding what the aesthetic can be when included into the process of a dynamic environmental development.

In this context, all aspects of contemporary commercialism, advertising and branding, find its place in our new experience of the city as a centre of economical power. However, it is not only the issue of relationship between architecture and new forms of public street advertising, often aggressive, which is in the focus of research into the perceptual phenomenon of merchant leading cities. There are different cultural issues and meanings regarding the multi/inter/trans cultural nature of contemporary megalopolis. The cultural exchange, particularly on the level of ordinary visitors to these cities, brings up...
extremely important issues, how and in what way we perceive and aesthetically reacting on cultural differences on a large urban scale.

New methodologies are established researching the possibility of urban regeneration through direct involvement of art as a form of public performance. It brings back the essential meaning of public spaces as places where the political, cultural, and social performance occur, particularly in and after renaissance time. Importance of these approaches raises from the fact that public art performance as a social and cultural phenomenon generates new aesthetic values within everyday urban environment. Further research in this field will open discussion of its limits and possibilities in the process of urban development.

Indicated research issues are proving the importance of aesthetic ideas regarding architecture and urban environment in their further development. Research of aesthetic ideas, which are essentially related to the cultural existence of men, opens the possibility for revalorization of theoretical positions on issues regarding essential processes of architectural creativity, perception of our contemporary built environment, and their further development.
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